Frequency-chirped subwavelength nanoantennas
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Herein we propose, theoretically investigate, and numerically demonstrate the first use to our knowledge of frequency chirping to achieve broadband, efficient subwavelength vertical emission from a dielectric waveguide. We demonstrate this unique and effective approach in the telecom C band in a nanophotonic frequency-chirped dipole antenna. The structure utilizes a plasmonic antenna placed above an Si₃N₄ waveguide and a ground plane to enhance emission efficiency. Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain simulations reveal up to 55% vertical emission efficiency, and a bandwidth of 500 nm is possible in a structure less than half a wavelength long. The design methodology and theoretical underpinnings of frequency-chirped nanophotonic antennas coupled to dielectric waveguides are presented. © 2012 Optical Society of America

Vertical coupling can be used in silicon-on-insulator-based optical phased arrays (OPAs) for the purpose of emitting light traveling in a waveguide to a free-space mode [1,2]. Vertical input/output coupling has previously been extensively investigated for the purpose of coupling to or from an optical fiber [3–7], but, as a result, most vertical couplers to date have emission patterns matched to fiber modal diameters (∼10 μm) and size of the same order or larger. In an OPA, however, the desired emitter characteristics include strong waveguide-to-free-space output coupling in a compact structure—ideally less than one wavelength long. A short emitter length is critical to fitting many emitters in a small area and to enabling wide divergence angles within a single lobe. However, demonstrations of efficient output coupling using short structures are uncommon; minimum structure lengths found to be several wavelengths long [5,7,8]. Short emitters have also been demonstrated using nanoantenna designs translated from the RF to optical bands [8–11], but traditional RF antennas differ from photonic nanoantennas in at least one important way: RF antennas are fed from thin transmission lines, enabling the excitation of the antenna to occur from a single location. In a photonic nanoantenna, the open dielectric waveguide precludes separation of the guided wave from the antenna structure, and the guided wave interacts with the entire antenna. This fundamental difference suggests that a different tact should be taken to enable compact and efficient emission from antennas coupled to dielectric nanophotonic waveguides.

We propose and numerically demonstrate the use of deep subwavelength frequency-chirped elements to enable subwavelength emission from a nanophotonic dielectric waveguide. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations of a one-layer antenna plus a ground plane show 55% up emission with a structure only one third of a free-space wavelength long. The antenna is a cluster of metallic nanorods designed to work in the C band; however, the results here are general and can be applied to any chirped structure and any band of the electromagnetic spectrum to achieve efficient, subwavelength coupling between two propagating modes.

To gain intuition about the coupling between the nanoantenna and the waveguide, we treat the nanoantenna as a resonator and use coupled-mode theory in the time domain [12–14]. Coupled-mode theory assumes shape invariance of the modes and drops second-order terms, enabling quantitatively accurate results only with weakly coupled modes; however, it provides useful qualitative insight even when modes are strongly coupled. The differential equation governing the reaction of a resonator with energy amplitude  a and coupling coefficient  μ to a perturbing mechanism (e.g., a waveguide) with field amplitude  s is, to the first order [12],

\[
\frac{d}{dt} a = \left(j\omega_0 - \frac{1}{r}\right)a - j\mu s, \tag{1}
\]

where  ω₀ is the resonance frequency and  τ is its field decay rate. In a nanophotonic antenna, the loss mechanisms can be broken down into radiation, ohmic, and coupling losses, with decay rates  τ_r,  τ_o, and  τ_c, respectively. The steady-state solution to Eq. (1) with input  s at frequency  ω is

\[
a = \frac{-j\mu s}{j(\omega - \omega_0) + 1/r} \equiv sRe^{j\Delta \varphi}, \tag{2}
\]

where we define the resonator response to have amplitude  R and phase  Δφ. It is easy to see that one can change the phase response of the resonator,  Δφ, through a maximum total range of π radians. When  μ is positive,  Δφ will vary in the range (−π, 0), depending on the value of  ω₀. If the resonator mode is leaky, the phase of the emitted field will be the same as that of the resonator.

Using this principle and the space dependence of the input wave, exp(−j kz), we can place several resonators with different resonances along the waveguide in such a way that they all resonate with the same phase. Thus, the resonators will constructively interfere to form a vertically emitted wave. As Fig. 1(a) shows, a single dipole driven by a plane wave emits in all directions. However, a set of frequency-chirped dipoles can be combined to interfere and form a flatter wavefront and larger antenna gain as shown in Fig. 1(b), enabling efficient vertical
coupling. By additionally repeating the dipoles laterally, we further enhance the coupling at each longitudinal position. The resulting antenna structure is illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

Considering cross talk between the different components of the antenna, we can rewrite Eq. (1) for a group of resonators $a_i$:

$$
\frac{da_i}{dt} = \left(j\omega_i - \frac{1}{\tau_i}\right)a_i - j\sum_{k} \mu_{ik}a_k,
$$

where $\omega_i$ and $\tau_i$ are the $i$th resonator natural resonance and decay rate, respectively, and $\mu_{ik}$ is the coupling coefficient from the $k$th to the $i$th resonator. It can be seen from Eq. (3) that, when all the resonators have same phase, no amplitude fluctuations are produced; there is only a redshift in the resonant frequency.

In this Letter, we use dipole rod resonators, with a dimension along the input $k$ vector much shorter than a wavelength. We arrange several of these dipoles in a half-wavelength section ($\pi$ phase region) to create a subwavelength coupler through constructive interference. Figure 1(c) illustrates the principle behind the structure of the vertical coupler. The specific vertical coupler designs presented here are based on frequency-chirped rod resonators placed in a plane above a Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide. An additional metallic ground plane is placed under that waveguide to facilitate vertical coupling [see Fig. 1(c)]. For an example structure, we chose the following: (1) an 80 nm Al ground plane, (2) a 60 nm Al antenna layer, (3) an Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide with a width of 700 nm and a 220 nm height, (4) a ground-plane-to-antenna separation of 680 nm, and (5) a waveguide-to-antenna separation of 100 nm. The permittivities of Si$_3$N$_4$ and SiO$_2$ are 4 and 2.1, respectively, at 1550 nm [15].

The Drude parameters used for aluminum were $\gamma_d = 2.4 \times 10^{14}$ rad/s and $\omega_p = 2.2 \times 10^{16}$ rad/s.

To design the antenna, the phase responses of dipole antennas of different lengths are examined. The responses are calculated via three-dimensional (3D) FDTD simulations using a waveguide with no ground plane as the feeding mechanism. The one-rod curve (blue) in Fig. 2 shows the resulting amplitude and phase responses at a wavelength of 1550 nm as a function of rod length. Using Eq. (2) and the asymptotic value of the phase response for the lowest resonance (about $-2.5$ rad), we calculate $\tau$ to be $\sim 1$ fs. With such a short decay intrinsic to a nanorod, each nanorod is inherently undercoupled. Thus, following [8], lateral repetition of the nanorods is needed to enhance overall coupling. Various sets of laterally repeated rods (same length in each set) were examined to determine their phase responses. Figure 2 shows the resulting responses as a function of rod length and repetition number. It can be seen that the maximum amplitude response always corresponds to the $-\pi/2$ phase response, as expected from Eq. (2).

Next we choose resonators with different phase responses and place them along the waveguide axis such that the sum of the input wave phase $k$, and the specific phase response is same for all resonators. This results in constructive interference in the designed output direction. Finally, a correction to the rod length is made in order to correct for the redshift caused by the proximity of different resonators with the same phase.

Figure 3(a) compares the up emission of one four-rod set on resonance (blue solid curve) with the uncorrected (green dashed curve) and redshift-corrected (magenta dotted–dashed curve) frequency-chirped antennas. The rods in the uncorrected structure are arranged in sets $3 \times 680$ nm, $3 \times 360$ nm, $4 \times 280$ nm, $4 \times 240$ nm and $5 \times 200$ nm, where $A \times B$ nm stands for (repetition number) $\times$ (rod length in nm) and the order of writing is the order along the $z$ axis. The corrected (blue-shifted) antenna has rods arranged in sets $3 \times 630$ nm, $3 \times 320$ nm, $4 \times 240$ nm, $4 \times 200$ nm, $5 \times 160$ nm and an extra $2 \times 160$ nm set. The solid black curve shows the ohmic losses to be under 10%. In order to obtain the results in Fig. 3(a), we monitored the spectral content of the fields over the surface of a box enclosing the structure. From this, we calculated the amount of energy leaving each facet [Fig. 3(b)]. All other losses, including emission out through the sides, bottom, and rear of the box, had significantly lower values (<10% each at 1550 nm). All cases depicted in Fig. 3 include a ground plane at a distance of $d \sim 3\lambda/4n$ for constructive vertical coupling.
was done so as to combine the bottom and top emission and maximize the vertical coupling. In total, we found 55% vertical emission, revealing efficient emission from a subwavelength structure. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 3(c), the main lobe from the full structure has less than a 30 deg FWHM, and therefore the output can be directed. Finally, the resulting bandwidth of a short (rapidly coupled) emitter goes up to \( \sim 500 \text{ nm} \).

In conclusion, by using 3D FDTD simulations, we show that metallic nanoantenna structures can vertically emit at least 55% of an input wave over a 3 dB bandwidth of 500 nm in a structure only one third of a free-space wavelength long. Furthermore, the proposed structure uses realistic dimensions and commonly available materials. By repeating the structure longitudinally, even more efficient emission could be produced. While efficient all-dielectric emitters have been demonstrated [1–5], to our knowledge this is the first proposed and numerically verified compact (less than a wavelength long) emitter design and the first proposed structure of its kind.
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